
BOĆE Founder Peri Basel to Compete on
Season Two of Gordon Ramsay’s Food Stars

BOĆE, introduces quantum physics-infused solutions to the

beverage industry. Peri Basel featured on Gordon Ramsay’s

Food Stars.

UNITED STATES, May 25, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Transforming the Beverage Industry: BOĆE's

Innovation

Rainwater Energy Technologies, under the visionary

leadership of Founder Peri Basel, proudly announces

that Peri will compete on the FOX series, Gordon

Ramsay’s Food Stars.

From Vision to Reality: The Genesis of BOĆE

Peri Basel, at 65 years old, stands as an inspiring figure

in the entrepreneurial world. Defying age norms, Basel's

innovative approach and unwavering dedication led to

the creation of BOĆE. "Most participants on shows like

Gordon Ramsay’s Food Stars are much younger, but I

believe that innovation knows no age," said Basel. This

sentiment echoes through the corridors of Rainwater Energy Technologies, where experience

and creativity blend seamlessly.

BOĆE: A Quantum Leap in Beverage Technology
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BOĆE isn't just a product; it's a revolutionary energy

transfer device that leverages light waves and frequencies

to reduce fusil oils, eliminating the harshness typically

associated with beverages like whisky, tequila, bourbon,

and black coffee. In just 3 to 5 minutes, BOĆE transforms

any liquid—be it alcohol, coffee, sports drinks, or tap

water—into a smooth, top-shelf experience.

Versatility and Performance

BOĆE's unique capability to enhance any beverage, regardless of the container, sets it apart in

http://www.einpresswire.com


the market. Whether it's a glass, plastic, or metal container, BOĆE's technology works effortlessly

to improve taste and quality. This versatility is further validated by its patent-protected status by

the U.S. Government.

Why BOĆE Stands Out

BOĆE's transformative power lies in its scientifically proven ability to alter the taste profile of

liquids. By reducing fusil oils, BOĆE ensures that every drink is not only smoother but also richer

in flavor. Customers can enjoy the taste and experience of top-shelf beverages without the need

for mixers or spending a fortune.

Recognition and Impact: A Testament to Excellence

Rainwater Energy Technologies has received the prestigious "Top New Product of 2024" award

from Best of Best Review for BOĆE. This accolade underscores the company's exceptional

contributions to the beverage industry. Despite fierce competition, BOĆE emerged as the leader,

showcasing Rainwater Energy Technologies' cutting-edge research and development

capabilities.

Customer Satisfaction and Market Reception

The authenticity of BOĆE is reinforced by an impressive customer satisfaction rate, evidenced by

numerous positive reviews on platforms like Google and Social Media. Customers have praised

the product for its effectiveness and transformative impact on their drinking experiences. One

enthusiastic reviewer noted, "BOĆE has completely changed how I enjoy my favorite spirits. The

harshness is gone, and the flavors are more vibrant and enjoyable."

A Step Towards Sustainability

BOĆE's ability to improve the taste of tap water promotes environmental sustainability by

reducing reliance on bottled water. This aligns with Rainwater Energy Technologies' commitment

to sustainable practices and improving the taste of water in third-world countries.

Celebrating Industry Leadership

Rainwater Energy Technologies' achievements extend beyond product innovation. Peri’s

participation in Gordon Ramsay’s Food Stars and recognition from industry leaders highlight

their significant impact on the beverage sector.

Peri Basel's Inspiring Journey

Peri Basel's journey to Gordon Ramsay’s Food Stars at 65 is a testament to perseverance and

innovation. Her appearance on the show serves as an inspiration to entrepreneurs worldwide.

"Innovation knows no age, and BOĆE is proof that groundbreaking ideas can come from anyone,

at any stage in life," Basel emphasized.

Looking Ahead: The Future of BOĆE

Rainwater Energy Technologies is poised to reach new heights.



About Rainwater Energy Technologies

Rainwater Energy Technologies is at the forefront of beverage innovation. Their flagship product,

The BOĆE Coaster and BOĆE Label, leverages quantum physics-infused solutions to transform

the taste and quality of beverages. With a commitment to sustainability and customer

satisfaction, Rainwater Energy Technologies continues to revolutionize the industry, setting new

standards for excellence.
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